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Abstract

We analyze two preindustrial experiments from the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2) to characterize the

impact of sea ice physics on regional differences in coastal sea ice production around Antarctica and the resulting impact on

the ocean and atmosphere. The experiment in which sea ice is a “mushy” mixture of solid ice and brine has a substantial

increase in coastal sea ice frazil and snow ice production that is accompanied by decreasing congelation growth and increasing

bottom melt. With mushy ice physics, the subsurface ocean is denser and saltier, there is a statistically significant increase in

Antarctic Bottom Water Formation by ˜0.5 Sv, but differences in ocean biogeochemistry are minimal and only in regions where

the summer ice state differs. While there are no significant changes in the atmospheric circulation, using “mushy” ice physics

results in decreased turbulent heat flux, atmospheric convection, and low level cloud cover.
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Key Points:6

• Choice of sea ice thermodynamics does not lead to large differences in sea ice state7

due to compensating thermodynamic changes8

• AABW production increases by 0.5 Sv and upper ocean becomes denser due to in-9

creasing salinity with mushy thermodynamics10

• Wintertime air-sea fluxes, atmospheric low-level mixing, and low cloud cover all de-11

crease with mushy thermodynamics12
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Abstract13

We analyze two preindustrial experiments from the Community Earth System Model version14

2 (CESM2) to characterize the impact of sea ice physics on regional differences in coastal sea15

ice production around Antarctica and the resulting impact on the ocean and atmosphere.16

The experiment in which sea ice is a “mushy” mixture of solid ice and brine has a substantial17

increase in coastal sea ice frazil and snow ice production that is accompanied by decreasing18

congelation growth and increasing bottom melt. With “mushy” ice physics, the subsurface19

ocean is denser and saltier, there is a statistically significant increase in Antarctic Bottom20

Water Formation by 0.5 Sv, but differences in ocean biogeochemistry are minimal and only21

in regions where the summer ice state differs. While there are no significant changes in the22

atmospheric circulation, using “mushy” ice physics results in decreased turbulent heat flux,23

atmospheric convection, and low level cloud cover.24

Plain Language Summary25

We analyze experiments from the Community Earth System Model (CESM) to better26

understand the impacts of representing sea ice as a mixture of salty water and solid ice rather27

than just solid ice. We focus on sea ice produced around the Antarctic coasts and find that28

the ways in which the sea ice grow and melt change with the two representations of sea29

ice, but the differences compensate so that the average sea ice state is minimally changed.30

However, the near surface ocean water is denser in the experiment with sea ice represented31

by a mix of solid ice and salty water, mainly because the ocean is saltier. This leads to32

increased formation of dense Antarctic Bottom Water. In addition, there is less energy33

input into the atmosphere and less low level cloud cover around the Antarctic coasts in the34

experiment with the sea ice represented as a mix of salty water and solid ice. Thus, there35

are important impacts on the Earth system based solely on the way sea ice is represented.36

1 Introduction37

Cold, downslope winds continually push ice away from the Antarctic coast, creating38

coastal polynyas - areas of open ocean - where large quantities of frazil ice are formed39

(Massom et al., 1998; Morales Maqueda, 2004). There is elevated coastal sea ice production40

within polynyas (Tamura et al., 2016), and some estimates show that while coastal polynyas41

make up only 1% of the sea ice area, they produce 10% of the total Antarctic sea ice42

(Mohrmann et al., 2021). Indeed, satellite estimates along the Antarctic coast indicate43
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active ice production over 50% of the time during winter months (Nakata et al., 2021). In44

addition to being sea ice “factories”, polynyas are a source of heat and moisture to the45

atmosphere (Carrasco et al., 2003; Knuth & Cassano, 2014), a location of brine rejection46

necessary for formation of Antarctic Bottom Water (Fusco et al., 2009; Kern & Aliani, 2011),47

and impact Southern Ocean ecology at all levels from primary productivity to top predators48

(Arrigo & van Dijken, 2003; Karnovsky et al., 2007; Arrigo et al., 2015; Labrousse et al.,49

2019). Therefore, understanding polynyas and their impacts on the coupled earth system is50

important for a full understanding of the physical-biological Southern Ocean system.51

Few analyses using coupled climate models have been conducted on coastal Antarc-52

tic polynyas to date. A recent analysis of state-of-the-art Earth system models indicates53

that the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2) simulates reasonable coastal54

polynya area as compared to satellite observations (Mohrmann et al., 2021). There is also a55

significant increase in coastal frazil ice production for CESM2 as compared with a previous56

version of the model (Singh et al., 2020). The presence of frazil ice along coastal regions57

in Antarctic winter suggests the presence of open water from polynyas. However, the two58

versions of CESM have many structural differences, so the changes in ice growth processes59

could have multiple origins. Analysis of two CESM2 experiments that differ only with re-60

spect to the sea ice thermodynamics, shows that while sea ice thermodynamics have only61

a small impact on the hemispheric mean sea ice state, there are significant differences in62

hemispheric ice growth processes (Bailey et al., 2020).63

Motivated by the importance of Antarctic coastal sea ice on the physical and biological64

systems, this study expands on Bailey et al. (2020) and Singh et al. (2020) by performing65

analysis of the coastal sea ice mass budget and driving processes in CESM2 over distinct66

Antarctic regions, as well as assessing the coupled impacts of changing sea ice processes on67

the ocean and atmosphere that have the potential for global impacts.68

2 Data69

The fully coupled preindustrial model experiments used in this study use CESM2,70

as described in detail by Danabasoglu et al. (2020), and CESM uses the CICE version71

5 thermodynamic-dynamic sea ice model component (Hunke et al., 2015). Additionally,72

the CESM2 uses a salinity dependent freezing temperature (Assur, 1958), which results73

in lower freezing temperatures for ocean water with higher salinity and a higher melting74
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temperature for sea ice that has higher salinity. The experiments used in this study parallel75

those described by Bailey et al. (2020). We analyze two experiments that differ only with76

respect to the sea ice thermodynamics: the first uses a prescribed vertical salinity profile77

(Bitz & Lipscomb, 1999), which was standard in CESM1 (called BL99 hereafter), and the78

second uses a mushy-layer thermodynamics with prognostic salinity profile (Turner et al.,79

2013; Turner & Hunke, 2015), as is standard in CESM2. We will refer to these experiments80

as BL99 and MUSHY respectively.81

To evaluate processes driving sea ice evolution we analyze the sea ice mass budget. It82

is important to note that the ocean model in CESM2 conserves ocean volume, so the ice-83

ocean exchanges use a virtual salt flux rather than true salt flux. The conversions to virtual84

salt flux require a reference salinity, and for consistency all ice-ocean fluxes use the same85

assumptions as those in the ocean model. While both the internal sea ice salinity and ocean86

salinity are prognostic and change in time, all fluxes between the ice and ocean assume that87

the ice has a salinity of 4 g kg−1 and the ocean has a salinity of 34.8 g kg−1. Therefore, the88

model does not explicitly reject brine with a given salinity to the ocean, but changes in total89

ice volume growth will result in different freshwater exchange between the ice and ocean.90

Frazil production occurs when ocean water drops below the freezing point and predominantly91

occurs in regions where there is open ocean. Congelation ice production occurs when ice92

grows on the bottom of existing sea ice. Snow-ice formation occurs when snow on top of ice93

becomes submerged and freezes. We briefly describe the relevant difference in ice growth94

processes below, and further details about the MUSHY thermodynamics can be found in95

Turner and Hunke (2015). The mushy-layer thermodynamics account for gravity drainage96

of brine through the ice, melt water flushing, and salinity effects on snow-ice formation.97

Frazil ice is calculated by the ocean model, which passes the relevant heat flux to the sea98

ice model, which creates the correct ice volume for that heat flux. An important difference99

between MUSHY and BL99 is that in MUSHY the frazil ice that is formed is a combination100

of solid ice and brine while in BL99 the frazil ice is only solid ice. Thus, for the same latent101

heat release, the total ice volume calculated by MUSHY is higher than BL99 because of the102

combination of solid ice and brine, and the ice model passes corrective fluxes of freshwater103

and salt removal to the ocean model to ensure conservation of mass. Additionally, in BL99104

when snow-ice forms the snow of thickness l and density of 330 kg m−3 is compacted to form105

solid ice of thickness 0.36l with density of 917 kg m−3. In contrast, in MUSHY when snow-106

ice forms, the snow of thickness l is flooded by ocean water with the sea surface salinity to107
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form ice with thickness l with a porosity of 0.36. In both cases, given the same conditions a108

larger volume of ice is formed with MUSHY than BL99, which will result in more freshwater109

and salt removal from the ocean.110

Both experiments branch off the CMIP6 preindustrial control at year 871 and run for111

100 additional years. We use monthly mean output from all 100 years in order to account112

for substantial internal variability in the Antarctic sea ice state (Landrum et al., 2012). We113

performed the analysis over the first and last 50 year periods but the conclusions are the114

same as those over all 100 years, so we keep the full 100 year period for increased statistical115

robustness. These experiments have nominal 1° resolution, which is relevant for the fidelity116

of the model’s representation of coastal areas.117

In order to better understand possible differences in regional response, we have divided118

the Antarctic into five regional sectors shown on Figure 1 -Weddell Sea (Wed), Indian119

Ocean (Ind), Pacific Ocean (Pac), Ross Sea (Ross), and Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea (AB).120

Additionally, we primarily focus on the coastal regions (see 1a,b,c) and mask out the other121

areas with sea ice because on average 56% of the total sea ice produced over the Antarctic122

during the winter growth season (April-Sept), for both MUSHY and BL99 is formed in these123

coastal grid cells and thus they are important sea ice factories for the Antarctic.124

3 Results125

3.1 Coastal Sea Ice Differences126

Consistent with Bailey et al. (2020), we find that year-round differences in sea ice127

area and volume between the MUSHY and BL99 runs are small along the coast but that128

MUSHY has slightly higher ice concentrations and ice thicknesses (Figures S1, S2, S3). The129

largest differences are in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea where there is more extensive130

and thicker sea ice along the coast in the MUSHY experiment.131

In contrast to the small ice state differences, there are significant differences in sea132

ice growth between the MUSHY and BL99 experiments, particularly over coastal regions133

(Figures 1 and S4). In winter, coastal congelation ice growth decreases in all sectors (Figures134

1a and S5) while there are increases in both frazil and snow-ice formation (Figure 1b,c). In135

MUSHY there are also significant increases in winter ice mass loss due to bottom melt in136

all sectors and dynamic advection out of the coastal areas, primarily in the Indian Ocean137

and Pacific Ocean sectors (Figure S5).138
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The differences in coastal processes compensate such that the result is a similar mean139

sea ice state in MUSHY and BL99. When we examine thermodynamics processes alone140

we find that there is a significant increase in winter ice growth due to the large increase in141

frazil and snow-ice growth in MUSHY, but in opposition to these processes are decreases in142

congelation growth and increases in bottom melt (Figure 1e). This increase in net ice growth143

throughout the winter due to thermodynamics is relevant to the freshwater fluxes with the144

ocean. The increase in thermodynamics growth is compensated by increased dynamical ice145

loss such that the net coastal mass budget is only significantly different in the early freeze up146

period (Figure 1e), which can explain the slightly higher ice concentrations and thicknesses147

in MUSHY (Figure S1).148

3.2 Impacts on the Ocean149

There are significant differences in the mean ocean response to the difference in sea150

ice thermodynamics and dominant ice growth processes. The MUSHY experiment has151

greater winter potential density (as shown by change in sigma) and salinity originating at152

the surface along the coast and propagating downward (Figures 2d,e, S6, S7). In contrast,153

the differences in winter temperature are small and generally statistically insignificant near154

the surface and coast, but there tends to be warming below the mixed layer (Figures 2f,155

S8). The increases in density and salinity are consistent in all sectors at depth (Figure156

2g,h). These increases in density are primarily related to the increase in salinity as the157

ocean temperature is either slightly warmer, which would act to lower density, in MUSHY158

or statistically insignificantly different.159

The differences in ocean density impact the meridional overturning circulation (MOC)160

and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation. The maximum of sinking water in the161

MOC occurs at the same latitude (69°S) in both experiments (Figure 3a). However, the162

MOC difference indicates that in MUSHY the MOC has slightly weakened at sigma values163

of 36.5-37.0 kg m−3 at more southern latitudes, but at sigma values of 37.0-37.5 kg m−3
164

the MOC strengthens. The 100 year time series of AABW formation in both experiments165

shows that for MUSHY there is a statistically significant increase in annual mean AABW166

production by about 0.5 Sv (Figure 3c).167

The impact of the differences in wintertime sea ice growth processes does not have a168

significant impact on summertime ocean chlorophyll levels. While the highest summertime169
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chlorophyll levels occur in regions co-located with wintertime polynyas, the difference in170

chlorophyll over the top 100 m is insignificant between MUSHY and BL99 in most locations171

(Figure S9). At only two locations are chlorophyll levels significantly different and those172

are areas where the summertime ice state is significantly different (Figure S1). First, in173

the AB sector there is a decrease in chlorophyll that is co-located with significantly higher174

summertime sea ice concentration and thickness for MUSHY, and second, in the Ind sector175

there are significant increases in chlorophyll along the coast where the sea ice concentration176

and thickness are significantly lower in MUSHY.177

3.3 Impacts on the Atmosphere178

The impact of sea ice thermodynamics on the ocean are confined to the coastal areas179

and lower atmosphere. Along the Antarctic coasts, where there is slightly higher ice con-180

centration and thickness in MUSHY (Figure S1), in MUSHY there are generally weaker181

turbulent heat fluxes (Figure 4a). The average decrease in turbulent heat flux is -3 W m2
182

(-7% change), though the decrease in average fluxes in the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean183

sectors are -5.5 and -6.7 W m2 (-11% change) respectively. The change in turbulent flux is184

driven primarily by changes in the sensible heat flux (Figure S10). This decrease in energy185

fluxed into the atmosphere leads to small but significant decreases in atmospheric plane-186

tary boundary height and low cloud cover near the Antarctic coasts (Figure 4b,c). Yet,187

there are not significant changes in wintertime sea level pressure (Figure S11a) or 500 hPa188

geopotential heights (not shown). Additionally, there are no significant differences along the189

coasts in near-surface temperature or moisture (Figure S11b,c). The significant differences190

in coastal precipitation and wind speed vary in sign and magnitude in different Antarctic191

sectors (Figure S11d,e), which suggests there is not a consistent impact of sea ice thermo-192

dynamics on these fields. Thus, while the MUSHY thermodynamics leads to local changes193

in atmospheric mixing and heat fluxes along the coast, on the whole it does not strongly194

impact the atmospheric circulation or drive consistent changes in precipitation.195

4 Discussion and Conclusions196

This paper addresses questions about the impact of sea ice thermodynamics on the197

coupled Earth System. We find that while changing the sea ice thermodynamics does198

not have a large impact on the sea ice mean state, there are significant changes in both the199

processes that drive sea ice evolution and the coupled impacts on the ocean and atmosphere.200
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With the MUSHY thermodynamics, along the Antarctic coasts and in all sectors a201

statistically significant increase in frazil and snow-ice growth is partly compensated by202

decreases in congelation ice growth and increase in bottom melt throughout the ice growth203

season. Increases in frazil ice are caused in part by the larger volume of ice created in204

MUSHY due to the combination of solid ice and brine as well as increased dynamic loss in205

some sectors that would cause more open water. The increase in snow-ice formation is not206

related to changes in precipitation, which are insignificant and differ in sign across coastal207

locations. Instead, the increase in snow-ice growth is due in part because there is a larger208

volume of ice from flooding rather than compacting snow, and partly from the increase in209

bottom melt that would thin the ice and make it easier for snow to go below sea level. The210

increase in sea ice bottom melt is likely related to the combination of a salinity dependent211

freezing point and the prognostic internal ice salinity. In MUSHY the bulk ice salinity is212

saltier than in BL99 (Turner & Hunke, 2015). Saltier ice has a lower freeze-melt point,213

leading to decreased congelation growth and increased bottom melt at lower temperatures.214

The changes in the sea ice processes have a significant impact on the ocean state and215

MOC. Due to the larger volume of ice formed in MUSHY, there is more freshwater removal216

and the ocean becomes saltier and denser from the surface. In contrast, there are minimal217

changes in the ocean temperature, particularly near the surface. Thus, the changes in218

salinity are primarily driving the changing density. The MOC strengthens for higher ocean219

water densities and there is a small, but significant, increase in AABW formation in the220

MUSHY experiment. Because AABW is the densest water mass in the global oceans and221

an important component of the global thermohaline circulation, changes in this water mass222

due to sea ice thermodynamics have the potential for possible global impacts. Differences223

in coastal chlorophyll production are highly correlated with areas that have differences in224

summer sea ice state rather than changes in the ocean state.225

In contrast to the relatively widespread impacts on the ocean from changing sea ice226

physics, the atmospheric impacts are mostly confined to the Antarctic coastal regions. The227

declines in coastal turbulent heat fluxes to the atmosphere with the MUSHY mean less228

energy is entering the atmosphere during wintertime. This leads to shallower atmospheric229

boundary layer depths and therefore less atmospheric mixing as well as decreases in low-level230

cloud cover. Yet these coupled atmospheric effects are local and do not appear to impact231

the large scale atmospheric circulation or state. There are not significant or consistent232

changes to atmospheric circulation, near surface winds, temperature, or humidity. While233
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the majority of this study focuses on coastal impacts of sea ice thermodynamics, there are234

significant off-coast atmospheric impacts in the vicinity of the Amundsen Sea Low (Raphael235

et al., 2016) from sea ice thermodynamics. In this area there are increased turbulent heat236

fluxes and planetary boundary layer heights (Figure 4a,b) as well as increased 2m Temper-237

ature and humidity (Figure S11b,c). It is also important to note that these differences in238

atmospheric response occur along the winter ice edge where there are significant decreases239

in ice concentration and thickness in the MUSHY experiment (Figure S1a,b). We found240

that the decrease in ice concentration is due to thermodynamic processes, in particular the241

decreases in congelation and frazil ice growth and increases in bottom melt in the MUSHY242

experiment as compared with the BL99 (not shown).243

A number of questions and limitations remain. First, CESM2 simulations are relatively244

coarse in resolution. The CESM2 experiments are nominally 1° resolution, which results in245

sea ice and ocean grid 40-60km grid boxes near the Antarctic coasts. Yet, coastal polynyas246

occur on small spatial scales that may require much higher resolution to fully capture and247

would therefore be missed in these CESM2 experiments. Additionally, while CESM2 uses a248

state-of-the-science sea ice model, CICE5, there may still be missing coastal processes that249

are important for forming polynyas. For example, ice tongues, fast-ice that is fixed to the250

ocean bottom, or pancake ice formation are not included as physical processes represented251

by CICE5 in the CESM2, yet observations have shown these impact polynya formation252

(Tison et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 2020). Moreover, because the CESM2 ocean model253

requires a virtual salt flux exchange the prognostic ice salinity is not directly coupled with254

the ocean salinity and there is not explicit salt injection into the ocean. We are actively255

working in implementing a true salt flux coupling in CESM that will alleviate some of these256

concerns. Finally, we have used coastal ice production as a metric to imply the existence of257

polynyas. However, we find that the monthly mean ice concentration through winter season258

is nearly 100% along the entire coast. We believe this may be the result of using monthly259

data rather than daily data, which may be able to better identify short-lived polynya events260

but further analysis is needed with higher temporal frequency data to understand the shorter261

timescale of polynya events. An outstanding question is to better understand the optimal262

way to define a polynya, especially within a model where it is possible to have 100% ice263

concentration of thin ice that a satellite might still detect as open ocean and what the best264

methods are to compare with observations.265
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Figures361

Figure 1. Winter (April-Sept) mean difference of a) congelation growth, b) frazil growth, and

c) snow-ice growth; regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not have

stippling. d) MUSHY mean and e) difference in monthly coastal mean mass budget terms - Net

ice growth/melt (black), net thermodynamic ice growth/melt (gray), frazil growth (dark blue),

congelation growth (light blue), snow-ice growth (teal), bottom melt (red), and dynamics (gold).

Mean budget terms include two standard deviations and differences significant at the 95% confidence

level have a diamond marker. All differences show MUSHY minus BL99 and units are cm day−1.
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Figure 2. Winter (April-Sept) (a,b,c) mean and (d,e,f) transects averaged over the Amundsen-

Bellingshausen sector, and (g,h,i) differences at 100m depth for sigma (a,d,g; kg m−3), salinity

(b,e,h; g kg−1), and temperature (c,f,i; °C). All differences show MUSHY minus BL99 and regions

that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not have stippling. For the transects,

the MUSHY mixed layer depth is shown by plus symbols and the BL99 mixed layer depth is shown

by open circles.
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Figure 3. Annual mean of meridional overturning circulation (MOC; Sv) mapped to isopycnals

for a) MUSHY and b) difference (MUSHY minus BL99) where values that are significantly different

at the 95% confidence level do not have stippling. c) 10 year running mean and annual mean values

time series of the BL99 (black) and MUSHY (gold) annual mean Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW)

formation (Sv) where the running mean is shown by the bold line.
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Figure 4. Winter (Apr-Sept) mean difference of a) total turbulent heat flux (W m−2), b)

atmospheric boundary layer height (m), and c) winter cloud fraction (%). All differences show

MUSHY minus BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not

have stippling.
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Supporting Information - copied to SI file, but here for now so that362

references in Latex work properly363

Figure S1. Winter (April-Sept; top row) and Summer (Oct-Mar; bottom row) mean difference

(MUSHY-BL99) of sea ice concentration (left column; %) and sea ice thickness (right column; m).

Points that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not have stippling.
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Figure S2. Winter (April-Sept) time series of BL99 (black) and MUSHY (gold) total ice area

(km2) along coastal points for a) all coasts, b) Ross sector, c) Amundsen-Bellingshausen sector, d)

Weddell sector, e) Indian Ocean sector, and f) Pacific Ocean sector.
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Figure S3. Winter (April-Sept) time series of BL99 thermo (black) and MUSHY (gold) total

ice volume (km3) along coastal points for a) all coasts, b) Ross sector, c) Amundsen-Bellingshausen

sector, d) Weddell sector, e) Indian Ocean sector, and f) Pacific Ocean sector.
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Figure S4. Winter (April-Sept) mean difference of a) congelation growth, b) frazil growth, and

c) snow-ice growth; regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not have

stippling. Monthly mean mass budget terms - Net ice growth/melt (black), net thermodyanmic

growth/melt (grey), frazil growth (dark blue), congelation growth (light blue), snow-ice growth

(teal), bottom melt (red), and dynamics (gold) - for d) MUSHY and e) differences (cm day−1).

Vertical lines on the mean budget terms indicate two standard deviations and differences significant

at the 95% confidence level have a diamond marker. All differences show MUSHY-BL99.
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Figure S5. Monthly coastal mean mass budget terms (cm day−1) for MUSHY (left column)

and difference (MUSHY-BL99, right column): net ice mass budget (black), net thermodynamic

growth/melt (grey); congelation growth (light blue), frazil growth (dark blue), snow-ice growth

(teal), bottom melt (red), and dynamics (gold) for the: Ross Sea sector (top row), Amundsen-

Bellingshausen sector (second row), Weddell sector (third row), Indian Ocean sector (fourth row),

and Pacific Ocean sector (bottom row). Significant differences at the 95% confidence level have a

diamond marker.
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Figure S6. Winter (April-Sept) mean (top row) and difference (bottom row) transects for sigma

(kg m−3) averaged over the Weddell sector (left column), Indian Ocean sector (second column),

Pacific Ocean sector (third column), and Ross Sea sector (right column). All differences show

MUSHY-BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not have

stippling.

Figure S7. Winter (April-Sept) mean (top row) and difference (bottom row) transects for

salinity (g kg−1) averaged over the Weddell sector (left column), Indian Ocean sector (second

column), Pacific Ocean sector (third column), and Ross Sea sector (right column). All differences

show MUSHY-BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not

have stippling.
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Figure S8. Winter (April-Sept) mean (top row) and difference (bottom row) transects for

temperature (°C) averaged over the Weddell sector (left column), Indian Ocean sector (second

column), Pacific Ocean sector (third column), and Ross Sea sector (right column). All differences

show MUSHY-BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence level do not

have stippling.

Figure S9. Summer (Oct-Mar) chlorophyll (mg m−3) integrated over the top 100m for a)

MUSHY mean and b) difference (MUSHY-BL99). For difference plot regions that are significantly

different at the 95% confidence level do not have stippling.
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Figure S10. Winter (Apr-Sept) mean difference of a) sensible heat flux and b) latent heat flux

(W m−2). Differences are MUSHY-BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95%

confidence level do not have stippling.
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Figure S11. Winter (Apr-Sept) mean difference of a) sea level pressure (hPa), b) 2m Temper-

ature (°C), c) 2m humidity (g kg−1), d) precipitation (cm day−1), e) 10m wind speed (m sec−1).

Differences are MUSHY-BL99 and regions that are significantly different at the 95% confidence

level do not have stippling.
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